GET READY TO RACE IN THE TURBO-CHARGED WORLD OF CHAMPIONSHIP AUTO RACING TEAMS!

This officially licensed CART game features ten world-champion drivers including Andretti, Fittipaldi and Montoya, all fighting for the finish on tracks from around the world! All this plus real sponsors and photo-realistic scenery based on actual track locations make CART.Fury the open-wheel racing game to beat!

CART.Fury takes the race right to the edge with over-the-top physics, stunning effects and unparalleled car-shredding, high-adrenaline crashes and wrecks. Four fantasy tracks push the action into extreme locations like a night track and a construction zone!

Selectably driving styles create a challenge for players of all ages and skill, from novice to expert. Players can also put their driving skills to the test in Season Mode, which tracks players' progress as they compete for the CART Championship, and Simulator Mode, which includes qualifying laps and ultra-realistic racing physics!

CART.Fury puts the player in the driver's seat. The functional dash display is based on those used in actual Champ Cars, and the Boost Button on the steering wheel opens up the turbo for passing, just like in real life!

Hidden cars, drivers, and tracks along with secret codes to enable special gameplay modes will keep players coming back for race after race... Start your engines and feel the fury!

- Link up to four games.
- Six-speaker sound system.
- Featuring the voice of Danny Sullivan, 1988 CART Champion!

**CART.Fury**

**CHAMPIONSHIP RACING**

**Midway**

**Specifications**

**27" Cabinet**

- HEIGHT: 75/191cm
- WIDTH: 50/127cm
- DEPTH: 71/179cm
- WEIGHT: 475/1161lbs

**39" Cabinet**

- HEIGHT: 76/193cm
- WIDTH: 53/134cm
- DEPTH: 82/208cm
- WEIGHT: 580/1279lbs